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SmartWatch HiFuture FutureFit Zone 2 (gray)

HiFuture FutureFit Zone 2 smartwatch (gray).
This is not just another watch. The Zone 2 from HiFuture is a Smartwatch that will  delight you with its 1.96-inch IPS screen and lively
color scheme. Now you can access notifications, messages and phone calls at your fingertips. The device will keep pace with the active
with up to 7 days of use on a single charge. Zone 2 monitors workouts and measures vital functions and is IP68 waterproof, so you'll use
it without limits! There are also more than 100 dial designs at your disposal to satisfy a variety of tastes.
A delightful image on your wrist
Zone  2  offers  a  1.96-inch  screen  with  a  resolution  of  240  x  286  and  will  delight  you  with  vivid,  realistic  colors!  The  screen  makes
navigating through notifications intuitive, so using the device becomes a pleasure. The smartwatch provides more than 100 color dials so
you can customize the look of the screen every day according to your mood and preferences to enjoy a visual feast.
Created with the active in mind
Now you can stay connected no matter what you're doing. Zone 2 supports wireless phone calls, so you can make and receive calls right
from your wrist. What's more, if  you care about mobility, this model is for you. One charge provides up to 7 days of use, so you don't
have to worry about charging too often.
Ready for any challenge
No  matter  what  sport  you  do,  the  Zone  2  is  up  to  the  challenge!  The  smartwatch  exhibits  IP68  water  resistance,  which  means  that
nothing prevents it from accompanying you on swimming, diving and other underwater activities. Splashing and immersion will not harm
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Health under control
Measure your heart rate, sleep quality, stress levels -  you have it  all  under control with the Zone 2 smartwatch. The device measures
your heart  rate in real  time, so you gain access to information about your fitness during training,  daily activities and rest.  Take these
parameters into account and consciously improve your well-being. 
Acquire steps, train and achieve goals
Zone 2 is also a regular measurement of steps. Set goals and enjoy a daily dose of motivation to beat your own records. The smartwatch
also indicates the number of calories burned during each activity, an easy reference point during workouts. The Zone 2 has more than
100 sports modes, making it your ally on the road to fitness.
Included
Smartwatch
Charger
User manual
	Manufacturer
	HiFuture
	Model
	Zone 2
	Color
	Gray	
	Size 
	53 x 39.2 x 11mm
	Resolution	
	1.96TFT/ 240 x 286
	Touch screen	
	OGS Full touch
	Battery capacity
	300mAh
	Charging method	
	Magnetic charging

Preço:

€ 46.49

Atividades e lazer, Smartwatches
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